
Extract 1 : Incipit

I. The party  

A) A crowded and joyful party 
– The party takes place in a « boardroom » l.15 : it is an office party, for the end of the year. 

There is « about two hundred people » who are « packed close because of lack of space » 
l.19. Almost everybody is dancing, « bobbing up and down or revolving in one spot as if 
they were on invisible turntables ». The women are « dressed up, dramatic, bizarre, full of 
colour » l.21. 

– This party is very representative of the time when it takes place : it really makes the reader 
think about the swinging Sixties, whith the colourful and festive atmosphere.

B) The importance of this party
– Two characters are completely out of this atmosphere : Harriet and David, who are not 

dancing or talking to anybody. Considering that, we can guess that this party will be the 
begining of something between them ; as they have the big common point to be both 
introvert, like out of place and time.

– It is the opening incident : without this party, Harriet and David would probably have never 
met. All the book deals with their life together, this is why this party is a decisive episode of 
the book.

II. Two similar characters, made for each other  

A) The same personalities
– First, they are both « non-dancers » l.24, « standing by themselves, holding glasses - 

observers ». They are watching the other people. Contrary to the dancers who are asking for 
attention, « eye-demanding » l.34, they look very shy and uneasy.

– Harriet seems to « merge with her surroundings » l.36. As for David, he seems « almost to 
hover, balancing on the balls of his feet » l.50. He looks lost. Both don't belong to this place.

– They are both « old-fashioned » l.4, as much for their look as for their way to think and to 
act. They are « conservative », « abstemious » l.4, they don't dance of talk to the others... It 
doesn't fit with the state of mind of the sixties, who tended to go ahead and not to keep 
the traditionnal values.

B) A burgeoning love
– They both have noticed each other. Indeed, Harriet observes David and think that he looks 

hovering : « To Harriet » l.49 + l.58 « she judged his humorous air to be an effort » : she is 
watching him and tries to interpret his expression.

– « The focusing eye » l.39 may refer to David.
– They don't talk, but probably they don't need to. They don't need words to understand that 

they are made for each other, they are like a mirror of the other. « Both had found out who 
the other was » l.60 : there is a spell between them. Maybe they don't talk not to break it.

– Even their jobs are complementary : they work quite in the same sector (buildings and 
architecture)


